
NEW COURSE PROPOSAL CHECKLIST 
 

EVERY NEW COURSE PROPOSAL REQUIRES A SYLLABUS  

       If C-78 has been used for the units, an MOU from the Dean’s office is attached regarding any 
WTUs for the professor, and if none, that needs to be indicated. 

       IF the course is a prerequisite for another course EITHER there must be a course change form 
for the existing course or a new course proposal for the proposed course 

        REPEATABILITY: course is NOT repeatable if the same course will not count more than once 
within the major. Courses are assumed to be repeatable for grade replacement so NOT 
REPEATABLE simply means the course will not count more than once. If the course can be used 
again—variable topics for instance—then need to provide the number of times the course may be 
repeated OR the total number of units.  

       COURSE PREREQUISITES vs RECOMMENDED COURSE PREPARATION: A course 
prerequisite MUST be completed before the student can take the proposed course, while 
recommended course preparation is a prerequisite which will not be enforced.         

       COURSE EQUIVALENCY: do not list as equivalent a version of the course taken under a special 
topics number. PeopleSoft cannot distinguish by title and will simply count ALL special topics as 
equivalent. ONLY list versions of this course which had an existing catalog number which did not 
apply to variable topics. 

       COURSE DESCRIPTION: Course description CANNOT be more than 30 words (words with 
hyphens are counted as one word). If it is more than 30 words, either it will come back to you or the 
system will simply cut off the description at 30 words. 

       MAJOR REGISTRATION RESTRICTIONS: Use it ONLY if you want to keep the course solely to 
a particular major—only for Anthropology students for instance OR if you want to keep a particular 
major out—Biology students should NOT take this science course.  

       ACADEMIC LEVEL RESTRICTIONS: list any level you want to EXCLUDE. For instance, if this is 
an upper level course and you want to keep freshmen out then list freshmen. 

       DOES THE COURSE CHANGE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS? Please note, that in addition to 
requiring a course or eliminating a course from the program, if you add a course to a list of options, 
that changes program requirements and there must be a program change form. If the course does 
not affect the major/minor/emphasis, if you DO NOT want to see it included on your department page 
in the catalog, then you don’t need a Program Change form. 

       DOES THE COURSE EFFECT THE FOLLOWING: Please check all that apply.  

  Major—needs a program change form, catalog copy and a MAP 

  Concentration/Emphasis—needs a program change form, catalog copy and a MAP 

  Minor—needs a program change form and catalog copy 

  Graduate Program—needs a program change form and catalog copy  

  Credential 

  Certificate Program 

         

  



  LD GE Area—must include the appropriate GE Matrix  

  UD GE Area—must include the appropriate GE Matrix 

  DCG – non-domestic—must include DCG Matrix 

  DCG – domestic—must include DCG Matrix  

  Institutions 

        CONFORMING SYLLABUS: the syllabus must meet the requirements for accessibility. In 
addition, the syllabus MUST contain relevant HSU, Program and Course SLOs. It MAY contain GE, 
DCG or Institutions if the course seeks to meet one or more of those qualifications. 

        OTHER COURSES: the department should consult the current catalog to see if the course 
replicates anything offered by another department. If so, correspondence between the departments 
should be attached to the proposal indicating whether there is overlap or not. 

       WILL THIS COURSE REPLACE ANOTHER COURSE: only check this box if the course is 
replacing an existing catalog numbered course which does NOT have variable topics. If it is replacing 
a course, then you need to note the number. Depending on the situation, this may also require a 
course change and program change form indicating the deletion of the previous course that the new 
course is replacing. 

       HAS THIS COURSE BEEN A SPECIAL TOPICS COURSE: this is where you indicate that the 
course has been offered previously under a special topics number and the enrollment (if offered more 
than once then provide either the average enrollment or the most recent enrollment) 

       NUMBER OF SECTIONS/FREQUENCY: this is where you indicate how many sections of the 
new course the department intends to offer a semester and how often it will be offered—e.g. every 
Spring, every two years, every semester, etc. 

       REASON FOR COURSE: Regardless of whether or not the course is in response to academic 
review or accreditation, the reasons the course is being proposed must be explained. 

        RESOURCES: Please note any required resources and whether or not they are already 
available or will have to be acquired. If the latter, it is good to indicate how they will be acquired. 

        PERSONNEL: Please indicate whether or not the department has the personnel to teach the 
course. If not, please indicate how the department intends to acquire the personnel to teach the 
course. 

       AFFECTING OTHERS: if the course will impact other programs—reduce the need to take their 
courses, affect their students, increase requirements, etc.—you must indicate how you have 
addressed this and attach correspondence with the affected department(s). 

Please NOTE: there is a place for Dept. Administrative Support to sign. THE SIGNATURE IS NOT 
REQUIRED. If they want to indicate review, they can initial. Regardless, it is always good to keep 
them informed of proposals. 
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